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Abstract

Tamayuki Amano (1861–1938) was an economist, economic journalist, statesman, educator, and a

manager of economic magazine publishing company in the Meiji era. At Tokyo University (established

in 1877), Amano took courses in the History of Philosophy, Political Economy, and Political Philosophy

during 1879–1882. Lectures in these courses were conducted in English by Ernest Fenollosa (1853–1908),

a graduate from Harvard College. After his graduation from university in 1882, Amano taught Political

Economy in Japanese at Tokyo Senmon Gakko (Waseda University) from the time of its establishment (in

1882). Amano was eager to issue economic periodicals. Amano was elected as one of the first members of

the House of Representatives in 1890 and he lost during the second election in 1892. In 1895, Amano

became a guest writer for the Toyo Keizai Shimpo (Oriental Economist) when Chuzo Machida established

it as an economic magazine issued every ten days. Amano wrote a by-line editorial and other

anonymous articles in every issue. After Machida was transferred to the Bank of Japan in 1897, Amano

assumed responsibility for running the publishing company. Amano wrote influential editorials on

domestic taxation, diplomatic relations and international trade, monetary systems and public bonds,

modern banking, and exchange markets (stocks and rice). Moreover, Toyo Keizai Shimpo was exchanged

for the Yale Review for a while. At Yale University, Kanichi Asakawa (1873–1948) (a graduate from Tokyo

Senmon Gakko) began to teach in 1907.
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Tameyuki Aamano as Editor of the Tōyō Keizai Shimpō (Oriental Economist)1

By the late nineteenth century in Japan, several economic magazines had been established

to guide public opinion. Two magazines quickly received most of the attention. One was

Tokyo Keizai Zasshi (Tokyo Economic Magazine), which advocated for free trade, and the

other was Tokai Keizai Zasshi (Tokai Economic Magazine), which argued for trade

protectionism. The weekly magazine The Economist (established in 1843) has often been

called the London Economist in Japan. Both the London Economist and The Statist (an

independent journal of finance, trade and industry, 1878–1967) had affected Japanese

economic media.2

Tameyuki Amano (1861–1938) contributed his articles to newspapers and was eager to

establish an economic magazine to be more influential on public opinions on the right

economic directions in which he believed. Yet, he was more than equally eager to become

an elected stateman. In 1890, he won the very first election of the House of Representatives

(Shugiin) in 1890. However, he lost the second election in 1892 and returned to his former

life. When Amano was a member of parliament, he published a Japanese translation of J.

Laurence Laughlin’s (Harvard University) edited edition (1884) of John Stuart Mill’s

Principles of Political Economy under the Japanese title of something similar to Higher

Principles of Political Economy. The Japanese translation went through five editions until 1896.

Amano returned to a non-political life of research and teaching and became an economist

who understood political processes in relation to developing economic policies.

Amano wrote by-line editorials for the Toyo Keizai Shimpo (Oriental Economist,

established in 1895) by utilizing the scholarship developed in his Principles of Commercial

Legislation (1886a). Through his contributions to Japan’s economic academy, Amano

obtained his doctorate degree in law and political science (which included the field of

economics). 3 Kenzo Wadagaki (Tokyo Imperial University, 1860–1919) recommended

Amano at the Committee of Doctor Degree because he had contributed significantly by

leading the critical discussion on Japanese public finance and economic policy.4 Tanzan

1 This paper is an English edition of Ikeo’s “Amano Tameyuki to Toyo Keizai Shimpo”

(2020). It is a part of a biography of Tameyuki Amano. See also Ikeo (2012; 2013, 2014; 2015;

2016; 2017). The author will welcome the readers’ comments and related information.
2 Sugihara’s Japanese Economic Magazines (1987), and Sugihara and Okada’s Ukichi Taguchi

and Tokyo Keizai Zasshi (1995).
3 According to Asakawa and Nishida (1950, 171), simultaneously, U. Taguchi, J. Soyeda, Y.

Sakatani, and K. Matsuzaki obtained their doctorate degrees in law and political science,

and Y. Tsubouchi obtained his doctorate degree in letters.
4 Tokyo Keizai Shimpo, November 17, 1934, p.26.
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Ishibashi wrote the obituary “Death of Dr. Amano” (1938) in the Oriental Economist (the

English language monthly established by Ishibashi in 1934 and continued until 1985) and

said, “Probably the most significant chapter in Dr. Amano’s life story was written when he

was in charge of The Oriental Economist [as its editor, the Japanese language original

edition Toyo Keizai Shimpo]” (p. 214).

Section 1 expounds his thoughts on economic magazines and his relationship with Toyo

Keizai Shimpo-sha (the company established to issue Toyo Keizai Shimpo). The following

sections reconstruct Amano’s economic discussions on taxation, international relations and

trade, monetary systems and public bonds, modern banking, and exchange markets.

1 Establishment of Economic Magazines

Amano’s First Economic Magazine Amano was eager to issue economic periodicals by

himself. By spending significant royalties earned from sales of his Theory of Political

Economy (1886a), in February 1889, Amano established Nihon Rizai Zasshi (Japan Economic

Magazine). The following sentences are quoted from the first issue of Nihon Rizai Zasshi and

accurately reflect Amano’s motto “Scholarship and Practice.”5 These sentences have been

quoted numerous times in past.

We should clarify (analyze) the facts in light of scholarship and verify scholarship by

referring to facts (corroborative evidence). We should conduct theoretical research in

parallel with its application and relate practice with scholarship. Then, I hope that we

can contribute to Japanese academics and policymaking. (My translation)

Amano repeatedly mentioned his economic methodology and held onto it for his entire life.

Yet, the magazine was abolished after its final issue in December 1889, less than a year

from it started. Amano decided to run in the first election of the House of Representatives

(Shugiin), which was scheduled for July 1, 1890. As mentioned, he won during the first

election and served as an active economist for the parliament for more than a year. Amano

lost during the second election and returned to his former academic and journalist life

(similar to John Stuart Mill, who wrote scholarly books and journal articles for the London

Economist). When Amano was a member of parliament, he published a Japanese translation

of J. Laurence Laughlin’s (Harvard University  University of Chicago, 1850–1933) edited

5 In October 1902, Amano gave the famous lecture “Scholarship and Practice” at Waseda

University and its manuscript is included in Amano’s Discourse on Economic Policy (1910).
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edition (1884) of John Stuart Mill’s Principles of Political Economy under the Japanese title of

something similar to Higher Principles of Political Economy. The Japanese translation went

through five editions until 1896. At the time, he was an economist who was familiar with

political processes related to developing economic policies. Moreover, Amano came across

John Neville Keynes’s Scope and Method of Political Economy (1891), which gave him

knowledge of new trends in economic research and access to methodological discussions

occurring in Europe and the United States. Amano read the book with considerable

excitement, published a Japanese translation in 1896, and applied Keynes’ discussions when

writing his own articles.

Amano meets Chuji Machida Amano participated in establishing another economic

magazine.6 Chuji Machida (1863–1946), who later became a politician and a parliament

member, found two major British magazines The (London) Economist and The Statist, was

authoritative and gained trust from the economic communities in Europe and the United

States when he traveled to those regions. Machida received financial assistance from

generous sponsors, similar to other ambitious Japanese men of his generation who

managed to persuade rich and successful gentlemen of their future-looking sagacity and to

offer compassionate support to travel abroad to receive higher education or to enrich their

experiences. Machida met Count Sukehide Hino, who was studying at the University of

London and persuaded Hino to financially help him establish a magazine in Japan similar

to The (London) Economist or The Statist.

Machida returned to Japan in May 1894. In July, the (First) Sino-Japanese War broke out.

Around early 1895, possibly during its spring, Machida had a concrete plan of establishing

an economic and policy magazine. Machida resolutely persuaded those who had initially

sent regrets to his proposal and secured the support from E. Shibusawa, K. Kondo, R.

Toyokawa, E. Asabuki, T. Yamamoto and others. Machida managed to publish the

inaugural issue of the Toyo Keizai Shimpo (Oriental Economist) as the November 15 issue. He

established a company, Toyo Keizai Shimpo-sha, only to issue the magazine. Amano

became a guest writer and started to argue about various economic issues.

Machida shared methodologies for analyzing economic issues largely with Amano.

Machida wrote about his motivation in the introduction to the inaugural issue and said,

“Oriental countries have their own conditions specific to the Orient, Japan has its own

conditions specific to Japan. Western economic doctrines or experiments should not be

applied to economic issues in the Orient without considering the differences as economic

6 See also Ikeo (2014, chapter 8), Sugihara (1987; 1988), and Omori (1998). Toyo Keizai Shimpo

became a weekly in 1919.
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issues have something to do with humans. We will harmonize scholarship with practice

with considering domestic and international conditions.” Machida edited the Toyo Keizai

Shimpo almost alone for more than a year until he was abruptly recruited to become a

vice-manager of the Bank of Japan.

Amano as Manager of the Publishing Company Amano was selected as the successor to

Machida. However, he was already teaching as a full-time professor at Tokyo Senmon

Gakko (now Waseda University) and as a part-time professor at Tokyo Higher School of

Commerce (now Hitotsubashi University). Amano contributed his first (and last) by-line

article, ”Reparation Question,” to the inaugural issue in November 1895. His first by-line

editorial, “Reform of Monetary Standard” appeared in the March 15, 1897 issue after he

truly had succeeded as both magazine editor and company manager.

In March 1900, Amano entrusted four younger staff members, Hisaaki Uematsu,

Tadayoshi Matsuoka, Tetsutaro Miura, and Tomohiro Matsushita with managing the

company, and charged Uematsu as the magazine editor and Matsushita as the business

operator. Then Amano was able to manage the magazine’s overall publishing operation as

president.7

In October 1902, Amano became President of Waseda Jitsugyo School (a secondary school

for universal and business education) and the first chair of the newly created School of

Commerce at Waseda University (which was reorganized and promoted from Tokyo

Senmon Gakko). Amano created the new position of the “(main) editor,” who managed

everyday editorial works, and assigned the position to Uematsu. Amano continued to

manage the entire business operation as president. Uematsu was also assigned as the main

editorial writer to run the magazine, and Miura assumed the managing editor position to

edit the overall magazine.8 Miura assumed the “(main) editor” position, and Uematsu was

conscripted for service during the Russo-Japanese War. Uematsu returned to the company

in the spring of 1906.

The company’s office was first located in Machida’s rental apartment (Ushigome-ku, an

old ward and now part of Shijuku-ku), and then he moved to another rental apartment in

the same ward. In the autumn of 1905, the company bought land and had a (two-story)

house built on it. The company’s office moved to the new house in March 1907. Until then,

Toyo Keizai Shimpo-sha had been privately owned by Machida and then by Amano.

On May 1, 1907, Amano formally organized the company in partnership with the four

staff members, H. Uematsu, T. Miura, T. Matsuoka, and T. Matsushita. Amano insisted that

7 A Hundred Year History of Toyo Keizai Shimposha (1996, Chapters 1–2).
8 A Hundred Year History of Toyo Keizai Shimposha (1996, Chapter 3, 36).
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he would not join the company and pushed them to establish a company with an unlimited

partnership by entrusting them with complete management responsibility. The general

assembly of the four staff members paid respect to Amano and implemented a resolution

recommending him to be (honorary) president. Amano contributed his last by-line editorial

to the September 5 issue; after that, abstracts of his lectures appeared in the magazine for a

while.9 Amano’s by-line and “anonymous” editorials, as well as his “updated editorials,”

were collected with manuscripts of lectures that he published in book form (1,017 pages) in

1910 under the title, A Discourse on Economic Policy.10 We now know which “anonymous”

editorials were written by Amano.

Battle of Words The Toyo Keizai Shimpo (Oriental Economist) was established as an

economic magazine and was issued every ten days during a period when Japan expected to

join the international gold standard club (which came true in two years). The magazine

provided those who were engaged in international trade and business with economic ideas

and information that they needed. It carried editorials (by the editor and other experts),

interviews, news about financial markets and economic conditions in the East, Europe, and

the United States, and domestic and international economic data. Japan groaned under an

unequal treaty (until approximately 1910) and a persistent trade deficit from the time that it

opened its seaports. Japan was expanding its trade with the rest of the world, and it had to

increase its exports.

Amano’s by-line editorial was advertised on the cover. He addressed questions related to

national and public bonds, trade and tariffs, the international monetary system, banking,

stock and commodity markets, and social problems. As previously mentioned, Amano

made a major contribution to the discussion of Japanese public finance and economic policy,

which led him to obtain his doctorate degree.

Amano’s editorials in the Toyo Keizai Shimpo had many ruby types for accentuation (in

Japanese, these are similar to underlines in English), and he seemed to be loudly addressing

his important messages to Ministers, the Imperial Diet, the government and its bureaucrats

on the street of Nagatacho (the National Diet), Kasumigaseki (government and ministerial

offices), or Hongokucho (the Bank of Japan). He sounded as if he was shouting at them

with his clear, natural voice that had been trained by singing Noh songs in an era that had

neither microphones nor amplifiers. Amano’s editorials sometimes had an extremely critical

tone when he was criticizing the opinion of Ukichi Taguchi, the editor of Tokyo Keizai Zasshi,

9 A Hundred Year History of Toyo Keizai Shimposha (1996, Chapter 3).
10 The Romanization of the Japanese title was Keizaisakuron and the publisher was Jitsugyo

no Nihonsha.
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without referring to Taguchi’s particular article.

However, a careful reading of Amano’s Discourse on Thrift and Savings (1901) and

Discourse on Economic Policy (1910), which collected his updated and adapted editorials,

shows that he comprehended the political process of economic policymaking in the Diet

and government. He shed light on the probable differences of opinions by sorting out the

ongoing debates and then he persuasively offered his messages to the readers. Therefore,

we conjecture that Amano read many periodicals and discussion materials sent to the office,

read many articles written by company and non-company partners, participated in various

gatherings of experts, attended editorial meetings, and then wrote editorials.

Amano attended lectures given by experts and read abstracts of lectures. Abstracts of

lectures given at meetings of the Japan Trade Association, the Higher Vocational School,

and the Society of Political Economy appeared more than once in a month. Sukehide Hino’s

lecture abstract “The relationship between employers and employed in England” appeared

in the October 5, 1898 issue. According to A Hundred-Year History of Toyo Keizai Shimposha

(1996), Kenzo Wadagaki and Junichiro Suzuki, who attended the company’s

first-anniversary party, formed the Society of Economic Research in the following year.

According to Hiroshi Matsunoo’s Ukichi Taguchi and His Economic Association (1996), Amano

sometimes attended meetings of the Economic Association run by Taguchi, and

occasionally was accompanied by Shigenobu Okuma (founder of Tokyo Senmon Gakko).

Amano’s Economic Thought Tameyuki Amano believed that both private and public

business persons should run their enterprises independently on the basis of profitability

and sincerity to avoid government intervention. Amano also believed that private business

persons should solve problems (such as trade issues) by forming their own associations,

harmonizing opinions, and responding to problems. Amano’s economics and discourses on

economic policy (Amano’s “public economy”) resonated partially with development

economics because he argued for promoting education at the elementary, secondary, and

tertiary levels (especially for business and technology). Amano also argued for setting up

public and private institutions for the modernization and development of Japan on the

basis of the self-supporting rule (Amano’s “private economy”) and the business

associations’ responses.

Amano read English translations of German economics and public finance literature.

Gustav von Cohn (1840–1919), a professor at Göttingen University, received attention in the

United States, and T. B. Veblen (University of Chicago) translated Cohn’s Science of Finance

(1889) into English in 1895. Amano edited the Japanese translation by H. Uematsu from the
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English translation and published it in 1899.11 Because Amano was interested in the

effective functioning of credit-cooperatives or people’s banks in connecting their members’

savings and business operations (as well as capital increments), he paid serious attention to

the development of the German counterparts, Raiffeisenbanks and Schulze-Delitzsch Banks.

Sangyo Kumiai was set up in Japan in 1900 and followed the Raiffeisenbanks model.

Amano read and translated J. N. Keynes’ Scope and Method of Political Economy (1891) and, in

his magazine editorials, implicitly referred to Keynes’ interpretative view of the German

Historical School as a type of development economics, and the exposition of the London

Stock Exchange as an efficient market, and elucidated on the general equilibrium approach.

From September to November 1900, Amano wrote a serial editorial on a new discourse

on thrift and savings. It appeared to be an updated discussion of Sontoku Ninomiya’s thrift

and savings, which he advocated in the Edo era, although Amano showed no reference to

him.12 Criticizing the practices of short selling and margin buying in the securities market,

Amano maintained that the practice of thrift and savings (which would increase capital and

national wealth) served the public. He argued for business education and the stability of the

banking system. Amano collected his arguments and the BOJ governor’s related public

lectures and published them as a book titled A (New) Discourse on Thrift and Savings (1901).

On the basis of his belief that human resource training, including the development of

managers and business leaders with integrity, was needed to promote international trade,

Amano campaigned for the establishment of economic education (including moral

education) at the university level and for a pursuit of the “Practical Utilization of

Scholarship” (Amano 1902c).

Amano’s Discourse on Economic Policy (1910) collected approximately 170 editorials (both

with and without his name) written by Amano. Even in an editorial without a name, a

reader should be able to find the author if an editorial used the phrase “I think (believe).”

Amano (1910) included newly written “editorials” that reflected the interests of accuracy

and clarity depending on the timing of the publication and its contents.

2 Debate on Taxation

11 Gustav von Cohn’s System der Finanzwissenschaft (1889) was translated into English by T.B.

Veblen in 1895. The Science of Finance was translated into Japanese by Hisaaki Uematsu and

T. Amano in 1899.
12 Amano illustrated a biography of Sontoku Ninomiya (1787–1856) in lessons 56–57 of his

edited New Commercial Reader, volume 4 (1913). See Ikeo’s “Reading New Commercial

Reader edited by Tameyuki Amano: Invention, International Trade and Yukichi Fukuzawa”

(2016).
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The debate over tax policy was heated. Young Osachi Hamaguchi (1870–1931, later Lion

Prime Minister) and Tameyuki Amano contested the increased land taxation plan.

Increased Land Taxation Plan Amano discussed both land and business taxes in his

editorials. Japan rapidly changed from the end of the Tokugawa shogunate and domain

system to the Meiji era, new institutions and economic policies were always necessary.

Many people felt a sense of unfairness. Amano believed that unfair institutions and policies

should be corrected as soon as possible, and the scope of government intervention should

be held to a minimum. He argued for a self—supporting accounting system in public

enterprises.

Amano’s by-line article on land taxation (June 25, 1898) and other related articles,

occupied the first 35 pages of his Discourse on Economic Policy and conveyed a good

summary of the current situation and problems. Amano said:

The current land taxation is extremely unfair. Particularly, tax burdens on residential land

in urban areas and farmland in rural areas are very different. First, that the tax levied on

farmland is not calculated to become higher in proportion to net revenue but to gross

revenue is noteworthy (pp.1–2).

The land tax in the Edo era was levied on gross yield. The land tax in the Meiji era is to

be levied on net income, namely, the residual of subtracting seed and fertilizer expenses

from gross revenue and is to be higher in proportion to net revenue. In the Edo era, rice

paid as land taxes was levied on gross yield. Tax ratios were different in different

domains, for example, 50%, 40%, and 30%. Neither the shogunate nor the local domains

cared about the magnitude of expenses or net revenue, and they focused on levying tax

on the size of the gross yield.

Amano examined the principles of calculating land prices after the enforcement of the Land

Tax Reform (1873) by valuating the manual for local officials (dated July 28, 1874). He

quoted numerical examples from model cases. The goal of the manual was to calculate land

prices to levy taxes on the land. Two model cases to calculate land prices were provided:

the case of an owner farmer and the case of a tenant farmer. Amano followed the statements

in the manual in great detail and said that the owner farmer would be levied on his or her

gross revenue without subtracting the expenses of the rough rice and fertilizer from gross

revenue.

The land price problem was complicated in relation to several other issues. Amano’s
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discussion was as follows:

First, it is supposed that net revenue generated from the entire parcel land should be 85%

of gross revenue. Therefore, net revenue should be used to calculate both land prices and

land taxes. Nonetheless, the manual suggested the same land price and the same land tax

as those calculated on the basis of gross revenue without subtracting expenses.

Second, the differences in soil fertility should be considered even for land generating

the same gross revenue. Fertilizer expenses should differ according to fertility; therefore,

net revenue should differ. Nonetheless, the manual focused on gross revenue, as in the

old Edo era.

Third, land in farming districts and that in urban districts should be dealt with

differently. Just after the Meiji Restoration, land dealings were not thriving. Farmers were

inclined to set high values on their ancestral land—sometimes higher than their own lives.

They were reluctant to sell their land. Therefore, we do not know the real price of the

land bought and sold. Then, tax officials estimate the legal price of land and apply a levy.

The real prices of land in urban districts soared at least 12 times on average. Taxes levied

on land are complicated in relation to the (next) business tax.

Fourth, related to the third question, business taxes should receive attention. The

current business tax is extremely unfair and unreasonable for two reasons. One is on the

selection of the point of reference—capital, sales, or number of employees. Not to levy on

the net income of business persons is unfair. Another reason is found in the unfairness

between business persons and other classes. Too much tax is levied on business persons

despite the pressing need to promote commerce and industry in an accelerated manner.

Fifth, the analysis of the unfairness between the owners of farmland and the owners of

land in urban districts called for the concept of “rent.” Ground rents, which are different

from operating income, tend to soar naturally (historically) as society changes. Ground

rents are not the result of the effort and pains suffered by land owners but are gains

received by chance (windfall profit) when landowners were sleeping. This type of gain

can be levied without violating fairness.

Thus Amano advocated further land tax reforms and the abolition of the business tax. He

argued that tax officials should stop using legal land prices and should use the prices of

privately owned land bought and sold as the reference for land taxes. Amano showed his

estimation and said that an acceptable assumption is that the price of farmland rose by

150%, and the price of land in urban and quasi-urban districts soared 12 times.
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Future Lion Prime Minister Challenged Amano In May 1897, Osachi Hamaguchi used the

pseudonym of “Iten” to write serial articles on reforming the business tax law. After reading

the article, we easily realized that the author was a tax official collecting taxes. Indeed, the

article was written around the time that he was collecting taxes in rural tax offices after

having entered the Ministry of Finance.13 Hamaguchi, who supported business taxes, said,

“The government levy national tax on business as it plans to extend the franchise to

merchants and manufacturers. This will come to give them more power and make them

exert more influence on rural areas.” Because Hamaguchi was related to business taxes, he

naturally attacked Amano but rather targeted land tax.

Hamaguchi continued to use his pseudonym when he wrote an article in July 1898. At

Amano’s request, Hamaguchi used his real name in August. In September, he wrote an

article, “I ask my third question to Mr. Amano.” Amano, in his editorial of the following

issue, sorted out the points of the debate. In October, an anonymous article gave a detailed

answer and response to Hamaguchi and completed the debate. I could conjecture that the

author was not Amano but someone from the company because the literary style was

apparently different from Amano’s. The focal point was the surplus profit generated from

the land improvement completed by the landowner-farmer. Surplus profits differed again

depending on the soil’s fertility and quality, even with the same expenses for the soil

conditioner.

Increased taxation issues were also fiercely debated in other economic magazines.

Self-supporting System of Natural Monopoly Enterprises Monopoly taxation issues were

debated several times. Some proposed that the revenue from the tax levied on remunerative

natural monopoly enterprises could be invested as a development aid in other (monopoly)

public enterprises that were still operating at breakeven. Amano declined the proposal and

argued that the government should refrain from intervening in each public enterprise and

each monopoly enterprise and should make it a rule to adopt a self-supporting accounting

system.

The national post and telecommunication businesses were making a good profit. Amano

wrote an editorial and maintained that the revenue from the post and telecommunication

operations should be expensed only for itself in the following way.

The communication system, such as roads, railroads, post, and telecommunication, was

terribly underdeveloped. It was unable to provide good and adequate services to meet

13 A Hundred Year History of Toyo Keizai Shimposha (1996, 77).
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the demands of users in living in a progressive society. I opposed the proposal that the

revenue from post and telecommunication operations could be transferred to national

revenue; instead, this revenue should be used for the operation itself, as follows: (1)

improvements in its operation and services; (2) expanding its operation; (3) redeeming

public bonds floated for extended operations; and (4) using revenue as funds to cover the

reduced user fees if the expenses for (1) – (3) are not necessary.

Amano argued that natural monopoly enterprises, such as the post and telecommunication

operation, should be run independently of the state accounting system, and user fees

should be decided exclusively on the basis of the cost to provide the services.

3 International Relations and Trade

Tameyuki Amano wrote editorials as he witnessed the post-Sino-Japanese War (1894–1895),

the beginning of colonial management policies, the Boxer Uprising (1900), the conclusion of

the Anglo-Japanese Alliance (1902, the second in 1905), and the Russo-Japanese War (1904–

1905). The Toyo Keizai Shimpo (Oriental Economist) always carried many articles and

economic data on Taiwan, China under the Qin Dynasty, Europe, and the United States.

The publication carried abstracts of lectures on Taiwan every month, the interviews on

Manchuria, and articles on Korea.

Kanichi Asakawa Kanichi Asakawa (Dartmouth University  Yale University, 1873–1948)

became well-known outside Japan by publishing The Russo-Japanese Conflict (1904), in which

he referred to several articles carried in the Toyo Keizai Shimpo.14 From February 1906 to

August 1907, Asakawa stayed in Japan to collect books and documents for Japanese study

on request of the US Library of Congress and Yale University Library. According to Yumiko

Matsutani, Asakawa sent the letter dated July 22, 1907 to the Yale University Library to

inform them that he had reached an agreement of “Exchange every number of the Yale

14 Asakawa’s other important sources were the Tsusho Isan (Japanese Consular Reports

issued six times a month, with bimonthly supplements from the Department of Foreign

Affairs, Tokyo) and Kokumin Shimbun (National News, a daily journal edited by Soho

Tokutomi, Tokyo). See Y. Abe’s The Last “Japanese”: A Biography of Kanichi Asakawa (1983), S.

Yabuki’s Kan’ichi Asakawa’s Contribution to the Portsmouth Peace Treaty (2002), and H.

Yamauchi’s Kan’ichi Asakawa (2010). According to Yamauchi (2002, Chapters 4–5), Asakawa

quickly wrote The Russo-Japanese Conflict: Its Causes and Issues (1904c) based on his lectures

given at Dartmouth College after the Russo-Japanese war broke out. The author is thankful

of Ymauchi’s email information on the book.
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Review with the Toyo Keizai Shimpo (“Oriental Economist,” a monthly economic review,

edited by Professor T. Amano of Waseda).”15 Waseda University Library possesses original

issues of the Yale Review, volumes 17–19 (May 1908–February 1911) of the Old Series (1892–

1911), and the New Series (1911–2013). The Yale Review carried many economic articles, on

both theory and policy, and book reviews—although they were labeled “A Quarterly

Journal of History and Political Science.”16 In 1896, Irving Fisher (1867–1947) joined the

editorial committee, and Fisher and Asakawa were good friends. As subsequently

discussed, Amano referred to Peace Norton’s article published in the November 1906 issue

of the Yale Review. Asakawa probably carried the issue from New Haven to Tokyo and

presented it to Amano as a sample copy to make decisions related to the “exchange of both

reviews” because Waseda University Library possesses only a reprint of the Old Series

(1892–February 1908). Amano sent a “GO” signal to Asakawa. Yale University Library

possesses a number of issues of Toyo Keizai Shimpo, including issues from 1907–1914, 1925–

1929, 1930–1931, 1932, 1941, and 1950 (Orbis of Yale Library, August 2020). We do not have

any evidence that Amano and Asakawa met face-to-face and discussed the exchange.

The same publisher, Jitsugo no Nihonsha, run by Giichi Masuda, published both

Asakawa’s Crisis of Japan (in Japanese, 1909) and Amano’s Discourse on Economic Policy

(1910). The two books are complementary in several ways. Asakawa presumably continued

to read the Toyo Keizai Shimpo and wrote his Crisis of Japan (1909), which targeted Japanese

statesmen, bureaucrats, and intellectuals—readers of the magazine—although no references

were given to the magazine in Asakawa (1909). Japan won the First Sino-Japanese War, and

its subsequent victory in the Russo-Japanese War surprised the rest of the world. Japan

made Korea its protectorate. The word “protectorate” resonated with “protectionism,”

contrasted with “free trade.” In Asakawa’s words, Japan’s government moved to protect

Japanese (foreigners’) lives and property on Korea’s soil because the Korean government

could not protect foreigners’ lives or property. Therefore, Britain admitted to Korea’s

position as Japan’s protectorate.

From 1895 forward, Japan’s government allocated a large portion of its budget to

governing and modernizing Taiwan. Some argued that Japan could rule Korea as “the

extension of Japan” in the same way that was being done in Taiwan. They agitated Japan’s

further expansion to take the Korean Peninsula and then even Manchuria. Both Amano and

Asakawa cautiously observed the international situation and carefully sent their

future-looking massages to the debate participants. In 1861, a Russian Fleet occupied

15 Y. Matsutani’s email to A. Ikeo on 2 February 2018. See Matsutani (2019).
16 The Yale Review carried Asakawa’s “Some of the issues of the Russo-Japanese conflicts”

(1904a) and “Some of the events leading up to the war in the East” (1904b).
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Imosaki, a seaport area located in the Japanese islands of Tsushima, only 50 miles away

from the north shore of Kyushu. The Russians demanded a lease of territory and began to

build a settlement. The incident was a very serious and made people living in Karatsu,

Northern Kyushu, where Amano spent his boyhood, feel that the national defense issue

was a pressing one for them. Asakawa should hear about it from his father, Masazumi

Asakawa, Kaishu Katsu (1823–1899) and Soho Tokutomi (Choichiro, 1863–1957). Both Katsu

and Tokutomi provided financial support for Asakawa, who was promising to travel to the

United States and study there.17

Amano’s view should be summarized as follows: “At the time, we cannot easily oppose

having a protectorate country because Japan sometimes needs to make a country a

protectorate or colony to implement a free trade policy. Japan is exporting an increasing

volume of manufactured goods to countries that engage in free trade under British colonial

rule. Britain and other countries would be upset if Japan does not adopt an open-door

policy but a protectionist policy in its protectorate country”.

We trace Amano’s own discussion.

Conclusion of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance Amano wrote an editorial on the economic

benefits of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance in February 1902.

The Anglo-Japanese Alliance was concluded to secure the Qing Dynasty’s peace,

open-door policy, and security. I believe it will contribute to security and prosperity in the

East, and it is a matter of celebration for the world’s economy and peace. Particularly, it

will bring an indescribable benefit to Japan’s economy.

Amano kept advocating for an open-door and free trade policy.

I believe that Japan, similar to Britain of the day, should persist in implementing an

open-door policy toward Korea and arouse empathy (sympathy) around the world.

Undoubtedly, I urge citizens to stand their own and make a significant effort in fighting

economic battles.

Amano paid close attention to Britain and other countries.

17 The author is thankful of H. Yamauchi’s email information on Asakawa’s relationship

with K. Katsu and S. Tokutomi. See Yamauchi’s “The life of Kan’ichi Asakawa” (2017). Also

see Hino and Osa’s Britain and Russia in Tsushima at the End of the Edo Era (1968).
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Open-door Policy in Korea and Manchuria Amano always carefully introduced his

opponent’s views. He wrote an editorial in August 1904 that conveyed his deep concern

over expansionists’ ideas that were expected to be accompanied by more sacrifices to

maintain the results of its victory over the First Sino-Japanese War. Moreover, the

expansionists hoped that a protectionist policy would be implemented in not only

mainland Japan but also Korean and Manchuria.

Amano maintained the following.

The world powers including Britain and the United States would suffer from

disadvantages and should be disappointed and lose their empathy with Japan if Japan

adopts a protectionist policy in Korea and Manchuria. The reason Britain and the

United States reveal a favorable response to Japan but have been less sympathetic to

Russia is that Japan advocated for an open-door policy for decades, but Russia was

inclined to take a rather closed-door stance with the rest of the world. Japan acts on the

spirit of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance. Both Britain and the United States would be

disappointed, and their diplomatic relations with Japan fell into a risky position if

Japan overturns its international policy even by claiming it as a result of the war.

Therefore, a protectionist policy should not be implemented in a protectorate country,

and the country’s diplomacy conflicts with its economic relations. The Anglo-Japanese

Alliance will have no prospect of renewal if Japan takes a protectionist-oriented policy

in a protectorate. Japan would become “a so-called police country in the East.”

A review of Japan’s economic development since opening its seaports to the rest of

the world and its economic uprising after the conclusion of the (First) Sino-Japanese

War, as well as its history and statistical data, show that Japan made surprisingly

speedy progress under a free enterprise system, even compared with the rise of Britain

after the Napoleonic Wars. The Japanese are well-grounded in businesses without

government protection.

In short, I believe that Japanese citizens are oriented toward industry and commerce.

Protectionism would bring no benefit but would only be harmful. Therefore, without a

doubt, I believe that Japan should stick with the open-door policy in Korea and

Manchuria, similar to Britain, obtain a favorable response from the rest of the world,

and encourage the Japanese self-supporting (non-interventionist) spirit to make

significant efforts in the economic battle.

Amano believed that an open-door policy should be selected by encouraging the

self-supporting spirt even in a colony or protectorate. Doing so would lead to Tanzan
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Ishibashi’s “Little Japanism” that maintains that free trade would evolve further if Japan

came to believe that such countries could protect foreigners’ lives and property on their soil.

Proposal for a Bilateral Copyright Agreement In January 1902, Amano wrote an editorial

on copyrights. Japanese publishers were troubled with the publication of pirated editions in

China—both Japanese originals and Chinese translations without their permission. The

editorial said that the Tokyo Publishers Union submitted a document on the protection of

copyright in China (Qin Dynasty) addressed to Japan’s Ministers of Domestic and Foreign

Affairs.

Amano believed in both the direct and indirect effects of the agreement. He believed that

a bilateral copyright agreement would promote Japan’s export of books and could secure a

large market and royalties for Japanese authors. Such an agreement would contribute to

improving of Chinese people’s knowledge about modern practices and changes toward

industrialization. Amano discussed the three measures through which the agreement might

enhance bilateral economic relations: (1) China’s supply of capital to Japan, (2) Japan’s

foreign direct investment (FDI) in China, and (3) bilateral trade. First, the promotion of

China’s supply of capital to Japan, namely, China’s investment in Japan, would need

Chinese trust in Japan and the Japanese. It would require too many months to generate

favorite results and would be out of choice. Second, Japan’s FDI in China would not be easy

to manage. Third, measures to expand bilateral trade might be effective in the short term

and enhance happiness in both China and Japan. Amano worked out the following

farsighted scheme.

For the purpose of selling Japanese manufactured goods in Chinese markets, we must

first change their tastes and demand. Chinese people are expected to begin to use western

clothes, utensils, and various goods, as the Japanese have done since the Meiji Restoration.

To change their demand structure, we must make them read books on civilization and a

new life and change their thoughts by themselves. Japan has to make the Qing

government protect the copyrights of the Japanese authors and publishers and promote

the production and exportation of books suitable for the Chinese. Therefore, I maintain

that a bilateral agreement on copyrights would effectively increase Japan’s book exports

and lead to significant increase in bilateral trade.

Amano’s first recommended books were Yukichi Fukuzawa’s Western Affairs and World

Atlas. His proposal of the bilateral agreement on copyright was aimed to enlighten Chinese

intellectuals and promote bilateral trade, beyond protecting authors’ and publishers’ rights.
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Amano believed that it was “a serious economic challenge both for the Chinese and the

Japanese to prepare for (future) global economic competition.”

Hospitality Industry In April 1903, Amano wrote an editorial and proposed the

construction of equipment to facilitate international tourists and visitors. He called readers’

attention to France and Italy as model countries. Amano said, “Recently, international

travelers tend to spend a good amount of money in places of interest that they visit. France

and Italy pay attention to this sightseeing trend and plan to develop a tourist and

hospitality industry.” Following these models, Amano proposed the promotion of a tourist

industry in the East, and the construction of a seaport and equipment relevant for

foreigners in the Tokyo Bai area.

Amano on Trade A newly written “editorial” on tariff issues that was included in his

Discourse on Trade Policy provides a good summary of Amano’s economic thoughts on trade.

The old, unequal treaties, which were concluded with major countries a few years after

Japan’s opening up, allowed Japan to levy tariffs of only 5% or less. The series of treaty

revisions that had become effective by 1899 granted partial customs autonomy to Japan.

Japan was finally expecting to restore full customs autonomy in 1911. Amano’s editorial

went as follows:

I think that a theoretical discussion is not as important in trade issues. No scholar in the

world ever advocates for absolute (unconditional) free trade. No one argues for absolute

(unconditional) protectionism. On the one hand, even those who propose protectionism

usually support free trade (international trade by private citizens) and protecting

particular industries with some conditions. On the other hand, proposers of free trade

admit that some industries need protection.

These protections are described for infant industries, as noted by J. S. Mill.18

Even protectionists do not want to completely abolish international trade. They levy

tariffs on particular foreign goods to decrease or stop their imports. There are two types

of protectionist tariffs. One is a tariff levied on foodstuffs, and another is a tariff levied on

manufactured goods, such as steel, machines, and rails.

The government should judge the effect of a protectionist policy by analyzing the

18 See also Amano’s The Principles of Commercial Legislation (1886b, 153–154).
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degree of influence that would be expected in various directions (in the long run) from

the perspective of an eternal period. If too high a tariff is levied on a foodstuff to stop its

import, the higher price of the foodstuff will increase low-income people’s burdens and

pains. If tariffs are levied on steel and machines, their domestic prices will increase. If

goods are produced that use higher-priced steel and machines and transported on

higher-priced rails, the prices of the manufactured goods will appreciate, causing a

decline in their export to the international market.

Amano utilized a general equilibrium approach, as exposited by John Nevil Keynes in his

Scope and Method of Political Economy (1891).

Amazingly, Japan’s economy developed under a free trade regime, which was forced by

unequal treaties, from the Meiji Restoration until today. During the period, the volume of

international trade increased ten times and its economic institutions were expeditiously

remodeled for new international relations and modern settings. Japan imported many

consumer goods in the past, but these volumes have gradually decreased. Now, the main

imports were raw materials and machines. Japan is now exporting an increasing volume

of industrial goods. Japan is competitive with other nations in the Indian and Chinese

markets. I do not believe that Japan will need to adopt protectionist measures.

Amano’s orientation toward free trade will be succeeded by future magazine editors such

as Tanzan Ishibashi.

Britain’s Change on Trade Policy Amano was worried about the changing direction of

Britain’s trade policy. Britain levied no tariffs on goods imported from countries with which

it forced to conclude unequal treaties and deprived of tariff autonomy.19 Britain was an

authentic advocator of free trade with null tariffs. However, its shining trade policy had a

shadow. Amano wrote a related editorial in October 1903 and praised the free trade regime.

As long as each country throughout the world implements a satisfactory free trade policy,

trade must naturally bring development and progress to the global economy. Declining

trade would harm people’s happiness. International trade must be the very first step for a

small country such as Japan on the way toward becoming a wealthy nation.

19 See World Bank (1991, 97).
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Amano paid attention to Britain’s international policies being discussed by Arthur Neville

Chamberlain (1863–1937) and Arthur James Balfour (1848–1930).

Chamberlain and Balfour proposed that Britain should keep low tariff rates within the

British empire. Britain and its colonies together form the largest and most favorite market

for world traders. World trade has grown within Britain’s influential sphere. However,

Britain might change its trade policy and promote trade only within its sphere of

influence despite the expectation of a probable decrease in total foreign trade.

Britain’s policy changes will have little effect on Japan for the time being because

Japan’s exports to Britain are not significantly large and consist of many materials and

half-finished goods. However, Britain’s protectionism would become a dangerous

obstacle in the future course of our economic relations when Japan becomes an industrial

country with competitive manufacturing sectors.

Amano forecasted future economic conflicts between Britain and Japan. Kan’ichi Asakawa

returned to the United States and was appointed a lecturer at Yale University. Asakawa

observed the “loud voice” of Japan’s further expansion in printed periodicals and foresaw

future conflicts between the United States and Japan; therefore, he published his Crisis of

Japan (in Japanese, 1909) to offer his warning message to Japanese political leaders and

intellectuals. Asakawa, similar to Amano, recommended a free trade policy, namely, a null

tariff policy under tariff autonomy.

Boycott Movement We searched for the word “boycott” in the digital archive of the Toyo

Keizai Shimpo and hit many articles regarding the boycott of Japanese and Japanese goods

and the boycott of the Chinese and Oriental peoples. Forty total articles and reports were

retrieved from that part of the Meiji era.

Amano stated in his Discourse (1910, 230) that “Many countries, except Britain, were

adopting protectionist policies to limit their imports of foreign goods and to promote the

use of goods made in their countries.” He was concerned over the trend in racial

discrimination and the anti-Japanese campaign becoming more feverish. This was the

international situation around 1910.

4. Monetary Standards and Public Bonds

The Toyo Keizai Shimpo carried many editorials and articles on monetary standards after it

was established. The magazine published serial special issues on questions, and invited 25
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opinion leaders, such as Shigenobu Okuma, Tameyuki Amano, Korekiyo Takahashi, and

Garrett Droppers (1860–1927, Keio University), as advertised on the covers in February and

March 1897.

Monetary Reform Amano supported the monometallic gold standard rather than the

bimetallic gold-silver standard. Amano’s opinion was reprinted from his comments

published in a newspaper, Chugai Shogyo Shimpo. Amano stated:

We have to have an expectation of the future course of movement of the gold-silver ratio

under the bimetallic standard. It was not easy to develop a precise expectation. The

United States and most countries have adopted the monometallic gold standard.

Devaluating the Japanese yen by half in terms of gold compared with its current level

when adopting the international gold standard would be convenient. Doing so would

make exchange calculations easy and have little impact on the price level.

In his editorial in March 1897, Amano again supported monometallism because it would

bring a favorable effect for Japan to borrow foreign money.

In the previous year, 1896, the Japanese government passed a law for issuing bonds to

expand its Army and Navy, to construct railroad lines, and to encourage steel making. Also,

in 1896, Japanese national bonds, which were issued to renovate the government system

after the Meiji Restoration in 1868, were for the first time listed on the London Stock

Exchange. This step was necessary for the adoption of the international gold standard. In

1897, the Japanese government moved to the international gold standard and decided that

750-milligrams of gold were equivalent to one yen. This amount represented a devaluation

of the yen by half in terms of gold relative to the 1871 level, as suggested by Amano. Japan’s

positive access to the financial network throughout the rest of the world Japan allowed it to

be incorporated into the world capital market (Ikeo 2006; 2014). Giichi Masuda’s Japan as a

Nation of the Gold Standard was edited by Amano and published in April 1897. It sold very

well, and a third enlarged edition was published in September 1897.

Flotation of a Foreign Loan by Korekiyo Takahashi Amano often wrote columns under

the pseudonym Ushinaka Sanjin (which was created using the name of the place in which

he lived). In May 1906, he wrote a column on Mr. Rothchild’s advice. Suggesting that the

Rothchild family in Britain agreed to accept the flotation of a loan requested by Korekiyo

Takahashi, Vice-Governor of the Bank of Japan (BOJ), Amano opposed Japan’s plan to levy

tariffs on imported raw materials after the restoration of the tariff autonomy.
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Takahashi completed his mission to float a loan to wage a war against Russia. When he

visited the Rothchild family to say good-bye, Mr. Rothchild warned him as follows:

Floating a foreign loan for any war by any fighting country is usually very difficult. No

one would accept such a loan without a large discount. However, the Japanese could

relatively easily float loans of billions of yen with little discount, which is historically

unusual. It is my pleasure to see Japan’s trust reach a handsome level. Let us step back

and believe that Japan’s trust is still a young tree if we compare it to the life of a tree.

Japan is not an aged tree that has survived hundreds of winters. Japan has to defend its

trust. If the country’s post-war policy fails, Japan might lose its trust and face difficult

times ahead. (My translation)

Under the pseudonym, Amano held his view on tariffs as follows:

Regrettably, Japan has been taking measures that could ruin its trust. A nation’s trust

depends on its national economic strength. Foreigners’ trust and the nation’s strength

could be enhanced by developing businesses. If a country takes a policy directed toward

depressing businesses, foreigners would lose their trust and stop lending money to the

country. A thoughtful English man was surprised and doubted Japan’s economic future

because he observed that Japan planned to levy tariffs on various raw materials, which

would harm its businesses. Japan plans to disturb the development of its economic

strength on the one hand and yet plans to borrow more money from abroad, on the other

hand. Japan will have debt of 3 billion yen and will have to pay interest of 150 million yen

every year.

In September 1906, Amano wrote a by-line editorial and again reported that the Rothchild

family responded to the request of Korekiyo Takahashi, Vice-Governor of BOJ, and agreed

to the flotation of a foreign loan.

Accumulated National Debt In May 1905, Amano wrote an editorial on the comparison of

national debt between Britain after the Napoleonic Wars and today’s Japan. Amano traced

the brief history of public debt in Britain and found that its national debt increased

conspicuously after the Napoleonic Wars.

Amano compared the size of the national debt between Britain and other major countries

during 1815—1820 after the Napoleonic Wars. He confirmed that Britain had the largest

national debt burden, and compared the Britain of 1815 with Japan after the Russo-Japanese
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War. Britain had a population of 18 million and national debt of 9 billion yen. Britain’s

interest payment reached more than 320 million yen, or 17 yen per capita, at an estimated

average interest rate 3.5%.

Amano discussed the case of Japan as follows:

After the Russo-Japanese War, Japan’s national debt amounted to 2.2 billion yen.

Supposing an interest rate of 5% (for easy calculation), its interest payment becomes 110

million yen. Dividing that by its 50 million population, Japan’s per capita interest

payment becomes 2.2 yen. Japan’s per capita debt burden is only one-seventh that of

Britain after 1815. If Japan’s per capita income is 40 yen, then its per capita interest burden

occupies approximately 5%, which is smaller than that in the Britain of 1815. However,

we should not neglect the size of the burden. Britain suffered from its massive national

debt burden. Obviously, Japan should not underestimate the burden of its interest

payment of 110 million yen per year.

Then, Amano traced Japan’s economic development since its opening up and the Meiji

Restoration. He confirmed that major changes occurred to its population, government

expenditures, trade, railroads, ships, electric wires, savings, and currency.

It would not be difficult for the Japanese to repay its colossal national debt as long as it

acts economically. The economic progress of Japan that was witnessed after its opening

up should be more impressive than Britain’s changes after its industrial revolution.

Japan’s national debt burden of one or two billion yen should not disturb its future

economic progress.

Amano turned about to see the changes that had occurred in Japan.

Japan’s Army and Navy are now armed with cannons and rifles instead of bows, spears,

and swords used by samurai worriers. They cruise on steam boats and warships rather

than sailboats and wear western uniforms. The division of labor has been transformed

since the end of the isolationist policy. For example, in sword making, a smith forged a

sword, other artificers made a grip, a sheath, and a sword guard, and an artisan

lacquered them with japan (urushi). Palanquins and feudal costumes were made through

a more complex division of labor processes. After the opening up, various foreign-made

articles, including machines, were imported freely without tariffs and did not face any

competition from domestic makers. Japan imported much more than it exported during
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the first decade of the Meiji era.

Our history tells us that the Japanese have sufficient economic talent, resilience, and

expansive power, similar to Britain or the United States. For Japan to pay the interest and

repay the principal of the national bonds floated for the Russo-Japanese War is not

difficult. Britain overcame its national debt burden floated for the Napoleonic Wars.

Amano encouraged the Japanese and said, “The revised treaties will become effective soon.

We have to decide on economic policies under a full tariff autonomy.”

Future of Gold Standard Amano wrote an editorial on the gold standard using data on

gold production and the price index. It seemed to him that the price index was rising in

proportion to the value of produced gold. As previously noted, Amano called attention to J.

Pease Norton’s “The Depreciation of Gold” (1906), published in the Yale Review, which was

probably offered as a gift sample to Amano by Kan’ichi Asakawa.

Amano exposited Norton’s discussion. We observe the concluding part of Norton (1906),

in which Norton summarized that the world’s gold stock increased from $4,144 million on

January 1, 1896, to $7,487 million on November 1, 1906. These changes amounted to an

80.7% increase in the world’s gold stock. Using the index numbers compiled by Dun’s, the

average prices increased by 37.2%. The depreciation in gold was partially caused by “the

increasing skill and ingenuity of every engineer, chemist, and inventor” (Norton 1906, 305).

If this trend continues, the gold standard would be disturbed and would require

government control. Norton (1906, 306) suggested the following three courses:

(1) Government ownership of the gold industry;

(2) Government tax levied as a specific duty on every ounce of gold produced, and

adjusted to produce stability by limiting output; and,

(3) Abandonment of a metallic standard and the adoption of a tabular standard.

These three courses could be regarded as a proposal for a new managed currency system.

Therefore, Amano suggested that scholars and practitioners take a look at the article. In

1907, the monetary systems of the United States and Germany, as well as that of China,

became important. A crash in stocks caused a financial panic in the United States, which

had neither a central bank nor a federal reserve system. The panic was about to spread to

other countries. In Japan, Kakujiro Yamazaki, Masao Kambe, and Senjiro Takagi debated

the issue in academic journals such as Kokka Gakkai Zasshi. They read an increasing number

of articles on currency and finance published in international economics journals and
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grasped the trend in international research.

Henry Farnam (Yale University) stayed with Gustav von Schmoller (1838–1917), admired

as “the most militant leader of the younger German historical school,” when he studied at a

German university. However, at the same time, he acknowledged the merits of the

theoretical abstraction done by English economists and his colleague Irving Fisher.20 The

American Economic Association was established in 1885 and successfully launched the

American Economic Review (AER) in 1911. Fisher started to contribute his articles to the AER

and received attention from these Japanese economists (Ikeo 2006; 2014; 2017).

5 Modern Banking

In the middle of the Edo era, shaso, which was based on the idea of Chikuzan Nakai (a

Confucian scholar in Osaka), functioned as facilitator of “loans” made using rice or money.

Mark Ravina (2010) called it “Confucian banking.”21 Shaso, along with joheiso, was regarded

as the origin of Japanese insurance for mutual savings and emergency stock.22 Sontoku

Ninomiya effectively launched a mutual support group of loans, named gojoko, on the basis

of his proposal. After seeing the group, several domain masters asked him to reconstruct

their impoverished villages and domains suffering from heavy debt. Through field work,

Ninomiya found that some could not repay the principal and a 20% interest rate and only

paid the interest every year. In such a case, Ninomiya refinanced loans with interest rates

less than 7%, and then all of the debt was repaid in six years. In other words, a loan with an

interest rate of less than 7% could be repaid, but a loan with a 20% interest rate could not.

Amano on Banking Modern banking started in the Meiji era. Amano examined banking

and its social function in detail and proposed minute institutional settings for “new banks”

to play a social role expected in New Japan. He also gave many lectures and published

articles on training human resources suitable for modern banking, which seemed to him to

be at the heart of modern economic system.

At the beginning of Banking (1890), Amano defined bankers as “merchants dealing with

currency and intermediaries of loans” and listed the following operations for banks:

20 Dorfman’s “On a neglected American journal in the social sciences: The Yale Review, Old

series” (1969, 8).
21 Ravina’s “Confucian banking: The community granary (Shaso) in rhetoric and practice”

(2010).
22 Kobayashi’s Development of Insurance Thought in Japan (1989).
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(1) To accept a deposit;

(2) To give a loan;

(3) To discount a draft;

(4) To make a payment in a remote place for a customer; and,

(5) To allow settlements between banks. (pp.1–2)

Operations (4) and (5) included international trade payment. Foreign exchange banks were

indispensable to promoting international businesses. A bank’s funds were supplied by its

capital (provided by stock owners), deposits, bank notes issued in banks privileged with

rights of issuance, and money to be transferred through remittances. Banks were to use

them by discounting a bill, lending money, purchasing public bonds and other securities,

and holding a reserve.

In April 1901, Amano wrote an editorial on the weaknesses of Japanese banks.

An observation of the conditions of Japanese banking businesses shows that they provide

good services only to the rich but not to the poor, and they serve only the propertied but

not the unpropertied.

The situation is regrettable for those who have an entrepreneurial spirit and talent for

enterprises. Japanese banks were only machines for millionaires but were not friends of

the poor, and represented a serious defect in a nation’s economic institutions. Of course, I

feel sorry for the poor people.

Banks’ important mission should be to collect funds from those with plenty of money

but are reluctant to start or enlarge businesses. Banks should then allocate loans to those

who have an entrepreneurial spirit and talent for enterprises but have little capital. All

things considered, Japan runs short of capital.

Amano repeated his fierce criticism of Japanese banks. As subsequently noted, he wrote

powerful editorials to propose the establishment of credit-cooperatives in rural cities and

farming villages.

Amano on the Central Bank In 1882, the Bank of Japan (BOJ) began its operations. Amano

wrote several editorials related to central banking. In May 1897, Amano wrote an editorial

on the establishment of more branches.

Why does the state grant the privilege of issuing convertible notes to a small number of

bankers and make them organize a central bank? They are expected to provide fluidity
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(liquidity) to social financing by utilizing other financial institutions. I want stockholders

of the central bank to feel responsibility for attaining financial harmony. First, they need

to establish more branches. BOJ has only four branches—Osaka, Nagoya, Bakan (now

Shimonoseki), and Hakodate. I have heard that the Bank of England has more than ten

branches, the Bank of France has more than 90 branches in commercial and industrial

cities, and Germany’s Reichsbank has more than 200 branches.

Amano believed that (prospective) rural business operators should receive loans and

liquidity from the perspective of fairness.

Amano’s Criticism against BOJ’s Low Interest Policy In April 1898, Amano wrote an

editorial on BOJ policy and criticized its special low-interest policy as follows.

BOJ does not deliberate on the natural level of the interest rate. Theoretically obvious is

that even if BOJ reduces its bank rate, doing so would not exert enough influence to make

nationwide interest rates decline. If BOJ provided low-interest loans, interest rates would

decline, stock prices would soar, and a fever for start-up-and-runs and dumping of their

stocks, would be observed. Many trustworthy firms would sink and the economic society

would fall into distress circumstances.

Amano took a monetarist-like position to criticize an interventionist policy because the BOJ

adopted a low-interest policy to stimulate the slumping economy.23 Amano listed the

following three reasons for his criticism.

(1) The BOJ policy will harm the development of the banking business. Interest rate

differentials matter because banks borrow money on the one hand and they lend on

the other hand. Banks have to borrow and take deposits to be able to lend. However,

Japanese banks do not have enough deposits. Many banks depend on the central bank

by borrowing convertible bank notes.

(2) Related to (1), the low-interest policy discourages the development of thriftiness. A

person expects a reward when he or she saves money. Higher interest rates encourage

people, including workers, to save; otherwise nobody would save. It is the natural

course of human feelings.

(3) Related to (2), the low-interest policy would disturb the increase in capital. Everyone

23 We will discuss more about it because Amano’s conjecture of this sort was related with his criticism

against malfunctioning exchange markets.
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knows that Japan suffers from a capital shortage. The only way to solve this problem

is to encourage citizens’ thriftiness. Banks should increase their interest rates to

stimulate the spirit of self-support and to collect un-exhausting deposits. Banking

should be operated on the basis of deposits, and citizens’ thriftiness would finally

bring large increases in capital, which is why I am insisting on the abolition of BOJ’s

low-interest policy and drastic reform of our financial society.

Amano added a note printed in a smaller font and said, “BOJ soon ended its low-interest

policy and it is a good improvement in its policy.” We can feel Amano’s gratification.

Taxation on BOJ Central banking was regarded as a monopoly enterprise. In October 1898,

Amano wrote a related editorial.

Because BOJ is privileged with the right of issuance of convertible bank notes, needless to

say, it has an equivalent duty to society. I have been arguing for more branches to be open

instead of levying a tax on the BOJ. Now, I would support the taxation on the BOJ after

observing an increasing number of branches to be open and the difficulties in

government budgeting.

Amano added a note printed in a smaller font and said, “the decision was made that the

BOJ should pay a special tax, which is a good measure taken after the conclusion of the

Russo-Japanese War.” In a by-line editorial written in April 1899, Amano again maintained

that a further increase in BOJ branches is needed.

Credit-Cooperatives Reading through Amano’s discourse on banking and related editorials

shows that his economics resonated with the tune of development economics. Japanese

banks often became a target of public criticism because they were not as generous in

providing loans to the unpropertied or rural business persons who wanted to start or

enlarge businesses. Therefore, in present words, a new type of “bank” that should operate

on stricter legislation than the usual banks was necessary for those who had little funds but

were willing to improve society, rural business operators, and farmers. In Amano’s words,

“Without such banks,” those who have talent and will from operating enterprises easily fall

into being “victims of usury” or have no choice but to be employed by someone else. Such

“banks,” called “people’s banks” or “the banks for the poor” (by Amano), received

attention nationwide and caused a lively discussion in urban and rural districts. Then, the

decision was made that credit-cooperatives, Sangyo Kumiai, should be established in Japan.
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Henry Wolff’s People's Bank was first published in London in 1893. The first Japanese

translation was published in June 1897. In 1901, a new translation which was made by B.

Kashiwabara and edited by Amano carried introductions and letters written by influential

leaders such as Shigenobu Okuma, Hisoka Maejima, Kuranosuke Matsuzaki, and received

relevant attention from those who were concerned. Wolff investigated the

credit-cooperatives launched in Germany and developed in several continental countries

and compared them with British credit-cooperatives. He concluded that British

credit-cooperatives had more merits than continental ones. Nevertheless, Amano called

attention to Germany’s credit-cooperatives Raiffeisenbank and Schulze-Delitzsch bank and

supported Raiffeisen-type cooperatives for Japan.

Amano wrote an editorial on “the banks for the poor,” as follows:

As I say in nearly every issue, Japanese banks provide their services only for the rich, not

for the poor. Those who have little fortune and small mortgage are turned away at banks’

doors. Those who have little property but are willing to run businesses by themselves

easily fall prey to usuries and lose the freedom to run their businesses. However, they

have no other way to obtain expensive loans, or they are forced to get employed and be

fully utilized, like a machine, by someone else. No poor person who has enough

entrepreneurship and talent in enterprises can develop his or her gift and skills

appropriately.

Amano thought that the main cause of the current problem could not be found in the

shortage of “talented persons with enough entrepreneurship” or “human resources” (in a

present phrase) but rather in the shortage of funds supplied to such persons. Amano

argued that this problem would bring further questions, as follows.

First, it would bring unhappiness to an innumerable number of the poor. Second, it

would make the state unhappy because talented persons can do nothing for society at this

crucial time. Third, the large gap between capital and industry (labor) has been growing

seriously, and the appalling conflicts between them cannot be preventable. Fourth, if an

industry is in the hands of a few and new entries are limited, it would become

oligopolistic and less competitive to prevent further economic progress in the nation.

Amano asked himself what a solution to the problem was. He answered as follows.

It is the establishment of “banks for the poor.” First, such banks would contribute to the
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happiness of the poor. Second, the talented could be recognized. Third, the conflicts

between employers and the employed can be alleviated. Fourth, a nation’s industries

become more competitive and more progressive, which would benefit society. The

establishment of “banks for the poor” is now a pressing challenge.

Amano probably made the clearest comparison in Japanese between two types of German

credit-cooperatives, Raiffeisenbanks operating in farming villages and Schulze-Delitzsch

banks operating in urban districts. They shared the following common traits.

(1) Both are organized by the poor.

(2) Their capitals are not guaranteed by the government. They do not count on wealthy

persons’ donations. They encourage their members to save massively and make

deposits, and they lend money to those who need it.

(3) They only lend money to their members and usually provide discounted services to

their members.

(4) They lend money at an interest rate that is lower than the average social level.

(5) They assume unlimited liability.

(6) They discount bills and protect loans.

They presented the following differences.

(1) Membership. A Raiffeisenbank is to be organized by the local people living in a city,

village, or district based on the motto of solidarity of neighbors. A Schulze-Delitzsch

Bank allows anyone to become a member.

(2) Location. A Raiffeisen Bank is to be instituted in a region in which members live or

work. A Schulze-Delitzsch Bank has members who live or work in various places

across the nation. Some members are in the bank’s neighborhood, and others are not.

(3) Capital. A Raiffeisenbank depends on the resources generated from the deposits made

by members and does not issue shares. Therefore, its profits are simply added to a

reserve and then to its working capital. A Schulze-Delitzsch Bank issues stocks, and its

holders share in profits, similar to a joint stock company.

(4) Director Compensation. A Raiffeisenbank pays no remuneration to its directors

(gratuitous). A Schulze-Delitzsch Bank compensates its directors.

(5) Deposits. A Raiffeisenbank does not accept deposits from non-members, but a

Schulze-Delitzsch Bank does.

(6) Lending. A Raiffeisenbank decides to make a loan by examining the spending plan
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without considering the size of the stock values owned by the borrower or the

guarantor. A Schulze-Delitzsch Bank decides to make a loan by considering the credit

scores and the size of the stock values owned by the borrower and the guarantor and

does not examine the spending plan.

Amano recommended a Raiffeisen-type credit cooperative and the establishment of

“large-scale credit-cooperatives under self-support and self-management.”

In 1900, the decision was made to establish Raiffeisen-type credit-cooperatives, called

Sangyo Kumiai. Amano wrote an editorial in December and examined a model article of

credit-cooperatives. In January 1901, he wrote a serial editorial on the biography of

Friedrich Wilhelm Raiffeisen and introduced him as “the founder of credit-cooperatives”

and “the advocate of personal credit and thriftiness” who was well-known for those who

were concerned. For Amano and other Japanese, Raiffeisen appearing in modern Germany

could be compared with Sontoku Ninomiya advocating for thriftiness and personal finance

in early modern Japan.

Jumping to the period just after the conclusion of WWII, the decision was made to

establish Schulze-type credit-cooperatives, called Shinyo Kinko, in urban districts to finance

small and medium-sized enterprises (Ochiai 2020).

Amano on Consumer Cooperatives In February 1901, Amano wrote an editorial promoting

the formation of consumer cooperatives. Regarding a consumer cooperative as a facility for

training business operators, he discussed how a consumer cooperative would work as

follows:

First, thanks to consumer cooperatives, consumers (the members) can purchase

demanded goods at lower prices than the marked prices. Consumers usually buy goods

at prices much higher than the prime costs, to which are added commissions for

wholesalers, retailers, and distributors.

Second, consumer cooperatives could serve as a facilitator of savings. They could make

it a rule to sell goods at the marked prices and share the surplus among members in the

settlement of accounts. This practice cultivates thriftiness and encourages savings.

Third, consumer cooperatives could provide opportunities for members to learn about

enterprises and develop their talent in business operations. A person who has no

previous experience in enterprises could be best advised first to form a consumer

cooperative to gain some experience and knowledge about enterprises, and then get

involved in the operation of a credit-cooperative or a Seisan Kumiai. A layman can practice
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and develop the foundations for more skilled cooperative operations.

Amano recommended detailed legislation related to managing consumer cooperatives and

cash transactions to avoid losses from default risks (unsettled bills) when directly

purchasing goods from their producers at lower prices than the marked prices. Amano

stated, in present words, that retail prices become higher than cost prices because

merchants included premiums for the default risk involved in the chain of transactions.

Amano highly praised Japanese merchants’ industry, parsimony, and skillfulness and stated

that consumer cooperative members could compete with them and avoid such risks only

through a cash-only policy.

Amano examined the model articles of consumer cooperatives issued by the Ministry of

Agriculture and Commerce (MAC) and found many commonalities with his proposal.

First, Article 36 states that, in principle, consumer cooperatives should adopt a cash-only

policy. One difference from my proposal is found in the exception that deferred payments

can be allowed, in case of need, within six months.

Second, the model articles include the statement that consumer cooperatives should

adopt a rule to sell goods to its members at the marked prices and to share the surplus

among members when settling accounts. The MAC and I have the same thoughts.

Third, the articles state that, in the beginning of operations, consumer cooperatives

should adopt a rule to sell goods only to members. The risk of unexpected losses might

be caused by the imbalance in the demand and supply if they sell goods to non-members.

They can sell to non-members when its members attain adequate skill and experiences to

operate efficiently. Again, the MAC and I have the same thoughts.

The MAC, similar to Amano, regarded consumer cooperative as a facility for training

business operators.

Crowding-out by Higher Interest Rates for Postal Savings Amano was very critical of

higher interest rates applied to postal savings. He wrote related editorials in September and

December 1901, and again in September and October 1902. He emphatically said, “No!” to

the government policy. The funds collected by postal offices were spent on purchasing

bonds from Nippon Kangyo Ginko (Hypothec Bank), a government-sponsored bank, or

other public bonds. Amano maintained as follows:

Funds collected as postal savings were spent on purchasing public bonds, leading to a
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reduction in the supply of private funds. In this tight credit situation, if the government

sprinkles its money on the private sector, private businesses would surely become

profitable. If the government expands and enlarges its postal savings system to further

absorb funds, it would deprive business persons of capital that it would spend on public

finance. The government should understand the degree to which doing so would harm

the national economy.

Amano pointed out the question that would come to be known in the 1960s as the

crowding-out effect caused by government intervention or other public sector activities.

6 Exchange Markets

In his Scope and Method of Political Economy (1891), John Neville Keynes paid attention to

Ricardo’s assumption in his theoretical abstraction on discussing the relationship between

political economy and economic history. Keynes said, “Ricardo’s fundamental assumption

is the operation of thoroughgoing uncontrolled competition; and this may be connected

with his position in the City in London, and the Stock Exchange—a market that may be

taken as a type of the theoretically perfect market, where competition is unceasing, and

supply and demand all powerful” (pp.278–9). Keynes could have mentioned Walras’s

economic theorizing of a competitive market generated from the image of a

well-functioning Bourse in Paris.

From April to September 1900, Amano authored a series of strong editorials related to the

reform of the Tokyo Stock Exchange. He criticized the casino-like practice of attracting

speculators and regarded it as the enemy of thriftiness. Twenty-two editorials on the

exchange are retrieved during the period until 1913 on the digital archive of the Toyo Keizai

Shimpo.

In the April 5, 1900 issue, Amano wrote the following:

One of the most significant reasons that Japan cannot compete with the United States and

European countries is that Japan lacks adequate capital. We have to first develop citizens’

thriftiness to naturally increase domestic capital and to import more foreign capital.

Doing so would turn into capital if persons in industry use it productively. It will not

become capital if speculators and extravagant persons use it unproductively. These

actions are quite in the natural order of things.

If Japan easily receives foreign loans, they might be used speculatively up in the

exchange and end up with unproductive results.
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In the April 15 and 25 issues, Amano called influential statesmen such as M. Matsukata and

K. Inoue by name, and said the following:

The exchange has now been turned into a “Big Casino”!

The exchange requires substantial reforms. Otherwise, emerging thriftiness might be

rooted out of Japanese society. The cause of the disease can be found in the exchange and,

particularly, in the practice of short selling and buying on margin.

Amano investigated turnover at the Tokyo Stock Exchange from January to December 1899.

The total turnover for 12 months was 5.4 million stocks, and the total volume truly

received at the end of each month was only 0.5 million stocks. Supposing that the average

price of a stock is estimated at 50 yen, the turnover amounted to 250 million yen.

However, the total volume truly received amounted to 25 million yen. Therefore, the

residual 220 million yen should be obtained through short selling.

The exchanges in the United States and European countries play native roles and only

sometimes show casino-like problems, whereas Japan’s exchange does not play a similar

role. Therefore, reform is urgently needed to promote industrial progress and national

prosperity.

In the May 5 issue, Amano called out influential scholars, such as N. Kanai, and members

of the Society of Social Policy by name and brought their attention to the question of

exchange markets. Amano showed the volume of short selling in the rice market and

pointed out that the total volume received divided by the total turnover in 1899 was only

one-seventieth (1/70).

In the May 25 issue, Amano characterized the short-selling practice as follows: (1)

formally buy and sell stocks/rice, (2) no will to truly buy or truly sell stocks/rice, and (3)

willing to pay the difference in margins when settling transactions.

Amano said, “Betting money on the differences in the margins with an expectation of

changing prices is a practice akin to gambling under the mask of trade, gambling with dice

or Sumo-wrestling. Such a practice would cause a decline in capital and production. It is

very harmful.”

Short Selling in the Edo Era The January 5, 1901 issue had a supplement on the Dojima

Rice Market based on the hearing from F. Kanematsu, a former director of the Osaka Rice
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Market (1874—1887) and currently a merchant for trade between Australia and Japan.

Because the talk was highly specialized, Amano or another person who had equivalent

knowledge probably interviewed him. Kanematsu had knowledge of the history of the

Dojima Rice Market, the origin of Japanese exchange markets. The short-selling practice

was initiated in rice exchanges with the expectation that rice prices would increase. Yet, the

practice of trading on margin was regarded as something akin to gambling.

Many Daimyos in western and northeast domains had Kurayashikis in Osaka. Kurayashiki

was a warehouse and sales office for rice and other local products and was maintained by

Daimyo. Each Daimyo needed to secure a budget for their travels to and from Edo for

alternate-year attendance. T. Yodoya’s uncle and others opened a rice exchange in Osaka.

When the rice price depreciated, some of the rice on a ship for transportation was dumped

into the sea to reduce its supply to the market, which became a problem. Therefore, a

petition for introducing short selling was submitted to avoid such dumping and to increase

the traded rice price and was accepted. However, when T. Yodoya was active, the

short-selling practice was banned because it presented a serious moral problem.

A petition to restart the short-selling practice was said to have been submitted to Ooka

Echizen no Kami when he was appointed to the town magistrate in Osaka. Ooka supported

the petition on several conditions, including that he would not accept any lawsuits

generated by short selling. Moreover, the number of partners was limited. A rule book was

developed that contained 15—16 articles that stated that national laws should be obeyed and

that disputes would not be tolerated.

The short selling practice naturally disappeared around the time of the Meiji Restoration.

After the abolishment of feudal domains and the establishment of prefectures, the

Governor of Osaka gave permission to restart short selling in the rice exchange. Short

selling presented a social problem, similar to that of the son of a wealthy man losing his

father’s entire fortune on the exchange. In 1873, legislation on the rice exchange by the

Ministry of Finance became effective, and permissions from prefectural governors to

exchange rice were abolished. In 1873, Osaka had an abnormally high transaction volume,

and some traders attempted to file a lawsuit. However, the then—prefectural judge would

not accept the lawsuit by referring to the Ooka judgment of the Edo era. The Dojima Rice

Exchange was then thrown into chaos and collapsed.

The Dojima Rice Exchange was reorganized in the form of a joint stock company, and

each participant had to pay a deposit. In 1881, an abnormally large transaction volume

halted trading on the Osaka Rice Market. The market was then restarted after some changes

were made to the provisions.

Kanematsu formed conclusions on the characteristics of the Edo and Meiji Exchange
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markets, as follows:

In the Edo era, the short selling practice was initiated in the rice exchange. The Tokugawa

shogunate wielded its authoritative power and intervened in the market. No rice traders

could manipulate the market. However, the present exchange markets formally inherited

the short selling practice from the Edo era, whereas the Meiji government lacked the

power to manage the market.

Kanematsu’s talk was informative and persuasive for both Amano and readers of the

magazine.

Proposal Leading to the Certified Public Accountants Act In 1900, Amano criticized the

situation in the exchange markets every month. He called attention to the role of corporate

auditors and advocated for a public audit organization to be established, which led to the

present Certified Public Accountants Act.

In June 1900, an anonymous editorial on the issue of a public audit organization

appeared and is summarized as follows:

Corporate auditors play an important role in the United States and European countries.

The public decides on the degree to which they can trust a company with the standard of

corporate auditor’s ability, and stock holders regard him or her as the security standard

for his or her investments in the company. A person of influence, reputation, experience,

and ability is chosen as the corporate auditor. In Britain and the United States, a

corporation often chooses a professional organization that specializes in auditing and

accounting, rather than selecting someone from stock holders to audit the corporate

activities. Such an audit organization runs its business based on accuracy, strictness, and

trust in auditing, and these audit organizations are asked by many corporations to audit

their business activities, resulting in the corporation’s stock price to increase.

The Toyo Keizai Shimpo had a lot of data related to financial markets within and external to

Japan. Amano wondered why foreign funds did not flow into Japan even though the

country’s interest rates were higher than in the United States and European countries. The

reason should be that corporate auditing and accounting method was infelicitous, meaning

that no creditworthy statement of accounts, no creditworthy business reports, and no

creditworthy stocks existed in Japan.

Three anonymous editorials were published in 1900, 1901, and 1905. Amano wrote a
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by-line editorial in August 1906 and praised a public audit organization as a civilized

organization.

If the social function of a public audit organization is widely known in society and many

corporations ask for its services, the organization should be able to stand on its own.

However, if only a few demand for the services of public audit organization, then the

organization does not become economically independent. In Britain, the founding

expenses of such an organization depended on public donations. I hope that a business

person who has the credit and reputation would be willing to generously and financially

help such an audit organization in Japan for the purpose of public benefit.

Historically, the auditing and accounting system in Japan began with the Accountants Act

promulgated in 1927, and was established by the Certified Public Accountants Act

promulgated in July 1948.

Tameyuki Amano’s Writings

(1886a) Keizaigenron (Theory of Political Economy). Tokyo: Fuzanbo.

(1886b) Shoseihyojun (The Principles of Commercial Legislation). Tokyo: Fuzanbo.

(1890a) Keizaigaku Kenkyuho (Methodology of Economics). Tokyo: Hakubunkan.

(1890b) Ginkoron (Banking), edited by Z. Tsubouchi. Tokyo: Hakubunnkan.

(1901) Kinkenchochiku Shinron (Discourse on Thrift and Savings). Tokyo: Hoeikan Shoten.

(1902a) Keizaigaku Koyo (Outline of Economics). Tokyo: Toyo Keizai Shinposha.

(1902b) Outline of Economics (Chinese edition). Tokyo: Shanghai Printing Bureau for
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Translation of Civilized Books.

(1902c) Gakuri to Jissai (Scholarship and Practice), Lecture at Waseda University, October. In

Amano (1910), pp. 914–930.

(1910) Keizaisakuron (Discourse on Economic Policy). Tokyo: Jitsugyo no Nihonsha.

(1913) Jitsugo Shindokuhon (New Commercial Reader), edited by Amano, five volumes,

second revised edition. Tokyo: Fuzanbo. The first edition, Tokyo: Meiji Tosho, 1911.
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